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PRINTOKU: USER MANUAL
VERSION 7.3
BY VÍCTOR ARRIBAS AND XAVI MORA

This document includes some additional notions and concepts outside the Printoku software
ecosystem for easy programming and use
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1 Product description

1 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
1.1 PRINTOKU SERVER
The idea, purpose, and principal value of this software is to offer users of different types of
devices a way to easily print their photos wirelessly.
This software's remarkable feature is that images sent to print can be automatically
customized with an overlay overprinted on the main image to deliver printouts with the
logos and/or messages that customers or brands want.
Printoku is a software developed for Raspberry Pi 3b+ and Raspberry Pi 4, very
economical single-board computer devices (more information here). This software functions
as a print server and works as a link between different devices (smartphones, tablets,
professional DSLR cameras, PCs, and MAC) with the DNP RX1 and DNP DS620 printing
equipment.

Figure 1: Raspberry Pi 4.

There are two different versions: Printoku Server and Printoku Server PRO. The
difference between these is based on the available print channels. Both versions are
compatible with Apple Airprint, FTP, HTTP POST, and Landing Page Online (Printoku
Cloud). However, the PRO version includes the Local Landing Page feature.
From now on, Printoku should be understood as the complete system. The set of
Raspberry Pi with Printoku Server software installed.

1.2 WORKING WITH PRINTOKU
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This manual detail different available features and possibilities when using Printoku. Many
of these may require additional hardware or services, such as 4G USB modems, 4G WiFi
routers, data services with telephone operators, or Printoku Cloud, as a monthly/quarterly
subscription service.
Annex 1, at the end of the manual on page ¡Error! Marcador no definido., you can find a
complete step-by-step configuration that offers the following main features:
-

Print photos with custom branding from smartphone devices using Printoku Cloud.
Print photos with custom branding from smartphone devices using Local Landing
Page.
Print photos with custom branding from compatible DSLR cameras.
Print photo booth strips without branding from an iPad Photo booth.

1.3 WHAT IS PRINTOKU CLOUD?
Printoku Cloud is an additional subscription service that facilitates and improves the
owner's experience managing events and impressions. Through the internet, and using the
web platform, one can quickly review the events held and organize and configure futures,
allowing the customization of a Landing Page to serve as an interface to the service users.
With Printoku Cloud, users can easily access the website (Landing Page Online) via a URL
and allowing access via a QR code or by approaching the smartphone to an NFC tag to
print their images.
All other print channels enabled by Printoku Server (Airprint, FTP, HTTP Post, and Local
Landing Page) are included in the software, and Printoku Cloud subscription is not
required. These print channels require users to connect to the same local WiFi network as
Printoku, adding an additional step worsening the user experience.
Printoku Cloud is a private Printoku API and is hosted on Amazon Web Services servers.
The domain used is “print.printoku.com”. This service allows incoming CNAME connections
so that web addresses can be customized with proprietary domains. For example:
“print.photo.com”.
Printoku Cloud's monthly fee covers server costs, image processing, and service
maintenance on Amazon Web Services.
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1.4 CONNECTIVITY
There are different network adapters for Raspberry Pi, most of them compatible with
Printoku. Each adapter or connection method is different, and they have their limitations.
Here’s a description of all the different configuration.

1.4.1 CONNECTING VIA WIFI ADAPTER (HOTSPOT)
The WiFi adapter built into the Raspberry Pi is limited in terms of power and the number of
simultaneous connections. For this reason, it has been configured as a hotspot and does
not allow connection to other WiFi networks.
Printoku's WiFi network is developed for private use to configure the settings by accessing
the control panel or connecting your own devices (such as an iPad photo booth). It is not
recommended to use this WiFi network with Printoku services’ direct users.
-

The WiFi network SSID is: “tech_support_XXXXXXXX” (where XXXXXXXX is the
serial number of the Raspberry Pi).
The default password to access the WiFi network is: 12345678.

1.4.2 CONNECTING VIA RJ45 (ETHERNET)
The RJ45 connector allows the connection of the Raspberry Pi to a router to access the
ethernet and the internet if desired.
Printoku works by default on a DCHP router with automatic IP assignment. The assigned
ethernet IP can be found on the control panel Home page. For more information, see the
“General information” on page 14.
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1.4.3 CONNECTING VIA USB 4G/LTE MODEM
With a USB 4G modem and a data plan, one
can share internet access with the Printoku
system. When the Printoku WiFi Network
Adapter is configured as a hotspot, it shares
internet access with all devices connected to
your WiFi network (SSID:
tech_support_XXXXXXXX).
For example: The iPad used for an iPad booth
system can be an iPad with solo a WiFi adapter;
it is not necessary to use an iPad cellular with
data rate).
An example of a compatible 4G USB Modem is
the Huawei E3372 model.

Figure 2 : Printoku with USB 4G modem.

To use Printoku Cloud, we recommend this configuration.

1.4.4 CONNECTING VIA WIFI/ETHERNET 4G LTE ROUTER
Printoku can be connected via the RJ45 port to a
4G WiFi/Ethernet router. The routers allow the
connection of multiple devices simultaneously on
the same network, also offering a better WiFi
network signal and range.
As in the USB modem case, a data plan (that
needs to be hired separately) is necessary; also, it
needs to be in the 4G coverage zone.
This configuration is recommended in the
following applications:
-

Figure 3: Printoku with WiFi 4G router.

Local Landing Page (Printoku PRO)
DSLR cameras for FTP printing (Printoku / Printoku PRO)
Printoku Cloud (with internet access)

Recommendation: The TP-Link Archer 400/600 model is recommended in Spain. This
model allows the connection of multiple devices simultaneously on the same network (up to
a maximum of 64) and also offers a good signal and WiFi network range. Being a 4G router
with a SIM card slot, it provides all devices (connected to the generated network) internet
connection.
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1.5 PRINTOKU CONNECTIVITY DIAGRAM

Figure 4: User connectivity diagram with DNP printer, using Printoku solutions.
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2 INTRODUCTION
2.1 SOFTWARE INSTALLATION
2.1.1 MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
Minimum requirements for a complete installation:
-

Raspberry Pi 3b+ or Raspberry Pi 4 (with its power supply). The Raspberry Pi 4
model is more powerful and also allows a greater number of simultaneous WiFi
connections.
MicroSD card with 32 Gb of storage. For example, SanDisk Extreme or SanDisk
Extreme PRO models.
Image file with the latest version of the Printoku Server software. It can be
downloaded at https://www.printoku.com/downloads
PC (Windows o Mac) with at least 30 Gb of available storage.
MicroSD card reader for your PC.
WiFi adapter and internet access.
BalenaEtcher Software. It can be downloaded for free at the following link:
https://www.balena.io/etcher/.

2.1.2 INSTALLATION
Notice: The process described below requires internet access.
The first step is to download the software to your computer. This is an image file called
"Printoku.img." This File must be mounted on a microSD card. The latest version of the
software can be downloaded at https://www.printoku.com/downloads. This is downloaded
as a compressed file (.zip), which must be decompressed to obtain the required 15.5 Gb
image file (.img).
Pay Attention: The following process will delete all the contents of the used microSD card.
Review its contents and create a backup, if necessary, before proceeding.
Below are the required steps to mount the image:
1. Run the Balenaetcher software, responsible for preparing the 32Gb microSD card
with the Printoku Server software and the Raspberry Pi OS operating system.
2. Select the image “Printoku.img”.
3. Select the microSD*1 as the storage where you want to mount the image.
4. Click “Flash*2”.
*It is essential to avoid selecting the wrong storage device, as it will be completely
formatted, removing all existing content.
*2On macOS devices, the system administrator password will be prompted to confirm the
process.
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Figure 5: Pictures from BalenaEtcher software.

Once the image is mounted on the microSD card, it can be inserted into the Raspberry Pi.
It must be turned off and disconnected from the power supply. Once the card is inserted,
connect the Raspberry Pi to the power supply to launch the system. Upon completion of
the launching process, a new WiFi network is automatically generated (it may take a few
seconds).
-

The WiFi network SSID is: “tech_support_XXXXXXXX” (where XXXXXXXX is the
serial number of the Raspberry Pi).
The default password to access the WiFi network is: 12345678.

You can verify the new network's creation from another external device with a WiFi adapter
(smartphone, tablet, or computer). If the WiFi network is visible and functional, the
installation process was successful. Otherwise, review the steps again from the beginning.
Change the password; for more information, see the “Change password” on page 17.

2.1.3 TEST TRIAL AND LICENSE ACTIVATION
Printoku can work without license activation, in "trial" mode, for 15 minutes each time it
launches. However, it should be noted that, during the trial, all printouts come with a demo
watermark.
Pay Attention: The process described below requires you to be connected to the same
Printoku network and that both devices have internet access.
Pay Attention: Before proceeding with activation, it is essential to understand the
conditions. For more information, see “
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON LICENSE ACTIVATION on page 13.
If an activation code is available, register it by following these steps:
1. Access the Home tab in the Software Control Panel, using the following link:
http://printoku.local.
2. Confirm Printoku Internet access (General Information/Internet connection/Online).
3. In the license section, click the "Activate" option (General Information/Key).
4. Enter the activation code in the pop-up window and press "Activate”.
If the process is successful, the system will automatically restart, and the license will be
displayed in the appropriate section.

Figure 6: Printoku Control Panel “Home” tab, license pending activation.
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2.1.3.1IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON LICENSE ACTIVATION
Each Raspberry Pi has a different serial number. When activating the Printoku license, the
license is linked to the Raspberry Pi serial number. Once the license is activated, the
software will be permanently linked to that serial number, so it cannot be changed.
It is crucial not to activate the license on a Raspberry Pi not belonging to you and take care
of the hardware to avoid any damage due to misuse.
Installing Printoku on another Raspberry Pi device will require an additional license.
Each Raspberry Pi allows multiple installations of Printoku software using the same license.

2.2 TURNING THE SYSTEM ON AND OFF
To preserve the hardware as best as possible, the startup/launching process must be
thorough:
-

-

It should be considered which devices (USB 4G Modem, RJ-45 Router...) will
be connected while using Printoku, and these must be connected to the
Printoku devices before each launch.
The printer is a Plug & Play device, meaning the printer can be instantly connected
and disconnected, although it is recommended to connect it before turning it on.
Disconnecting the Printoku power cable will result in the device shutting down.
Before reconnecting the power cord, be sure to wait at least 10 seconds to avoid
interruption of any existing internal processes.
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3 CONTROL PANEL
Printoku is configured as a web server to display its Control Panel. An external device (PC,
smartphone, or tablet) is required to access the Printoku Control Panel and set the desired
parameters.
These are the required steps to access the Control Panel:
1. Launching Printoku. It is recommended to wait about 30-40 seconds for the system
to complete all internal processes.
2. Connect with an external device to the same network as Printoku. This can be done
in two different ways:
a. Printoku WiFi network (SSID: tech_support_XXXXXXXX).
b. Ethernet network to which Printoku connects (if using RJ45 cable).
3. Open a web browser and connect to http://printoku.local.
The sections in the Control Panel header are described below.

3.1 HOME
In the main section, "Home" has two different subsections: "General Information" and
"Printer information." Both are described below.

Figure 7: “Home” tab of the Printoku Control Panel”. Subsections "General information" on the left and
"Printer information" on the right.

3.1.1 GENERAL INFORMATION
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This subsection displays information for the system:
-

-

Printoku Version: Displays the version of the installed software.
Sn: Displays the Raspberry Pi's serial number.
Key: Displays the license. In "DEMO" mode, displays the "Activate" option to
activate the license.
WiFi: Displays the following options:
- Dashboard: Clicking this option opens the native Raspberry Hotspot
window, where you can configure the WiFi network adapter settings.
- Pi-hole: This option is visible only in the Printoku PRO version. By clicking,
it gives access to the "Raspberry Pi-hole" menu, where you can configure
the DNS server.
Date: Displays the date of the Printoku system. If there's available internet access,
it is automatically updated.
Time: Displays the GMT 0 time system in Printoku. If there's available internet
access, it is automatically updated.
Ethernet IP: Displays the IP assigned to Printoku if connected to an ethernet
network using an RJ45 cable.
WiFi IP: Displays the IP assigned to Printoku if connected to a network via WiFi.
Internet connection: Displays the status of the Printoku internet connection
(Online/Offline)
FTP Config: Displays the status of the FTP function (Enabled /Disabled)
Printoku cloud: Displays the status of the Printoku Cloud function
(Enabled/Disabled)

At the bottom of General Information, the following options are displayed:
-

Restart System: By clicking this option, it will reboot Printoku.
System info: By clicking this option, it will access Printoku's technical and specific
information.

3.1.2 PRINTER INFORMATION
This section displays corresponding information on the DNP printer linked to the system:
-

-

Model: Displays the printer model.
Serial Number: Displays the printer's serial number.
Firmware Version: Displays the printer's firmware version.
Report Serial Number in USB descriptor:
Media Type: Displays the print media installed on the printer (size in inches).
Native Prints Available on New Media: Displays the total number of printouts
available when consumable inserted its brand new.
Native Prints Remaining on Media: Displays the number of printouts remaining
from the current consumable.
Lifetime Counter: Displays the total number of printouts made by the printer,
regardless of its method. This information is stored on the printer's motherboard, so
if the mainboard is replaced, the value will be rebooted.
A Counter: Displays the total number of printouts made by the printer. This
information is stored in volatile memory on the printer's motherboard.
B Counter: Displays the total number of printouts made by the printer. This
information is stored in volatile memory on the printer's motherboard.
ICC Profile Active: Displays the uploaded ICC color profile.

At the bottom of "Printer" Information," the following option is displayed:
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-

Printer CUPS: Direct access to the CUPS control panel, to set the printer
parameters.
For more information, see the PRINTER CONFIGURATION – CUPS on page. 47

3.2 GENERAL SETUP
In the General Setup section, you will find the main configuration options for the Printoku
software.
Pay Attention: To apply the changes, it's required to always press "Save Changes,"
marked green at the footer.

Figure 8: "General Setup" section of the Printoku Control Panel.

3.2.1 AUTHENTICATION
This feature allows blocking the access to the Control Panel (http://printoku.local) through a
password, to prevent third parties from accessing and modifying Printoku settings
By default, when activated, the login user has no value, and the login password is
“12345678”. This password is the same password used to access the WiFi network
generated by the Printoku hardware (tech_support_XXXXXXXX).
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Pay Attention: This password is used for both Wifi hotspot network and the control panel;
modifying it will affect access to both components.

3.2.1.1CHANGING THE PASSWORD (CONTROL PANEL AND
WIFI HOTSPOT)
To change the password shared by the Printoku Control Panel and WiFi Hotspot network,
follow these steps:
1. Access the Printoku Control Panel at http://printoku.local.
2. Click "Dashboard" next to“WiFi” in the "General Information" subsection. The
“RaspAP” hotspot control panel will be displayed in a new browser window. Here’s
a direct access to the website: http://printoku.local:742/.
3. Access the “Configure hotspot” section.
4. Click on the “Security” tab.
5. Change the password in the "PSK" field and save the changes by clicking on "Save
settings”.

Figure 9: Password change in the Hotspot Control Panel.

3.2.2 ICC COLOR PROFILE
This feature allows you to upload custom ICC color profiles if you are not satisfied with
those included in Printoku.
Printoku is designed for DNP RX1 and DNP DS620 printers. In each model dropdown
menu, you can choose the color profile to use. You can use the "upload new Profile" field to
upload new color profiles.
Pay Attention: To apply the changes, it's required to always press "Save Changes,"
marked in green at the footer.
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Figure 10: ICC color profile function of the Printoku control panel.

3.2.2.1COLOR ACCURACY - LINUX
Printoku works on a Linux version called Raspberry Pi OS, and unfortunately, there is no
official version of drivers by DNP for Linux. It currently works on third-party drivers, where
native colors are not precisely identical to those offered on Windows/MAC.
In Printoku.com ICC color profiles have been developed for DNP RX1 and DS620 with the
X-Rite i1Studio calibrator; these are loaded and set by default into the Printoku system.
Pay Attention: If you have a color calibrator and want to create a new profile, you must
disable the ICC Color Profile function to avoid generating an erroneous profile on
previously treated images with the enabled ICC profile.

3.2.3 USB DEVICE BACKUP
This feature allows you to save a copy of all upcoming printouts in ".jpg" format. The
copying process happens on an external USB drive.
Enabling this feature requires a manual step, because depending on the USB drive format,
the access path may vary. These are the required steps to activate this feature:
1- Enter a USB Flash Drive with enough free space to store an estimated volume of
images to be processed.
2- Activate, by clicking “yes”, on the “Save each print as a “.jpg” on a USB device”.
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3- Enter the access path to the USB device in the dropdown window. Usually, the path
is "/dev/sda1," although sometimes it can be "/dev/sda0." The gray text under the
"USB Device Path" field shows the USB device's actual path connected to the
Printoku system.

Figure 11: USB Device Backup function of the Printoku Control Panel.

Pay Attention: To apply the changes, it's required to always press "Save Changes,"
marked in green at the footer.
Recommendation: Always check, before each job, that this feature is working correctly.
Consult the Data Protection Law and take the necessary precautions if the scope of use
requires it.
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3.2.4 SCHEDULE & PRINT COUNTER
The "Schedule & Print counter" section offers to limit Printoku use depending on the time
and volume of printing.
-

Current print service status: This real-time indicator shows the print service
status based on the defined constraints.

Depending on the usage circumstances of Printoku, it may be advisable to limit its use by
default. For example, offering a service without support staff can result in unnecessary
paper and ink expenses due to user malpractices. In this case, limiting its use is convenient
to ensure adequate consumption and according to the event.

Figure 12: Schedule & Print counter function of the Printoku Control Panel.

3.2.4.1 TIME SCHEDULE
This functions enables you to define the time range. Out of this range, Printoku won't print.
By default, this variable is disabled, but if "Yes" is selected in the drop-down menu, the time
range settings are displayed. Here are their descriptions:
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-

Start time: Supported start date and time for printing.
End time: Supported end date and time for printing.
Time zone (GMT): The Printoku System location's Time zone (GMT).

Pay Attention: To apply the changes, it's required to press "Save Changes," marked in
green, at the footer.
Important: This feature requires internet access at the time of system launch to
synchronize Raspberry Pi's internal clock. Launching Printoku without internet access
means that the internal system clock will be set on 01/01/1970 at 01:00.

3.2.4.2 LIMIT PRINTOUTS
This function allows you to limit the maximum volume of jobs sent to print. By default, this
variable is disabled, but if "Yes" is selected in the drop-down menu, a new field will be
displayed for its configuration. Here is the description:
-

Limit: Maximum number of jobs from which the system will automatically stop
printing. The jobs, unlike printouts, are the set of pages sent to print, and this
includes copies of the same printout.

the counter value shows the printouts done in realtime. This value can be set to 0 by
clicking the red "reset" button
Pay Attention: In application cases where the printer performs a cut (e.g., 2x6" strip
format), the pair of strips is considered a single printed job.
Pay Attention: To apply the changes, it's is required to click on "Save Changes," marked
in green, at the footer.

3.2.5 PRINTOKU CLOUD
Notice: Internet connection and Printoku Cloud subscription is required to continue.
Printoku Cloud allows you to send photos to print from an Internet hosted Landing Page;
these files are stored on the AWS server, and with a private Printoku API, the Printoku
Server can be linked to Printoku Cloud to automatically download, process, and print
photos.
To configure this section, you need to know the connection parameter values. These
values are unique and can be found in the user profile of the Printoku Cloud dashboard
(https://admin.printoku.com/).

3.2.5.1PRINTOKU CLOUD CONNECTION PARAMETERS
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Figure 13: Printoku Cloud function of the Printoku Control Panel.

By default, the Remote Sync option for Printoku Cloud is disabled. When you select "Yes"
in the drop-down menu, the connection parameters fields are displayed.
Here are the instructions to set the parameters:
-

Endpoint: Defines the path to the Printoku Cloud API:
https://api.printoku.com/raspberry/.
API Key: "API Key" value available in the Printoku Cloud User Profile.
API Secret: "Secret API" value available in the Printoku Cloud User Profile.
Polling interval (secs): Time interval, in seconds, between each synchronization
of Printoku Cloud content.

Pay Attention: Depending on the connection speed and volume of the content to be
processed, it is advisable to space the synchronization frequency by increasing the
seconds. It should be noted that each file is around 700 Kb, so, as a general rule, a
frequency below 10-15 seconds is not recommended.
A prolonged waiting period can lead to delays in printing and consequently a low-quality
service.

3.2.6 REMOTE SETUP
Notice: The next process requires internet access on all devices.
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All the previously described parameters are configured through the Printoku Control Panel.
This website is accessible only when connecting to the same local Printoku network. The
"Remote setup feature" offers the possibility to remotely configure and/or modify some
Printoku settings, i.e., outside the local system network.
This can be a complex to configure feature if you lack IT knowledge related to the FTP
Protocol, so you may need a technician to use this feature.
Due to FTP protocol, it is essential to mention that to run the synchronization correctly,
Printoku needs access to the internet and access to an FTP server with a user and
password. Most web servers have an FTP section, where you can create the directory
intended for this functionality.
The Printoku system stores its configuration in a subfolder named using each Raspberry Pi
machine's serial number. For this reason, you can have multiple Printoku systems with the
same FTP access parameters.
Pay Attention: Creating a specific and separate folder in your FTP for Printoku settings is
advisable. For security reasons, it is not recommended to use folders dedicated to other
purposes, such as web hosting, etc.

3.2.6.1CONCEPTS “LEADER & FOLLOWER”
Before starting with this function configuration, it is essential to consider leader and follower
concepts to avoid unwanted performances.
-

Leader: This concept is associated with the online server's FTP folder,
Follower: This concept is associated with the Printoku system.

The configuration files hosted on the FTP server will govern the Printoku configuration. By
default, Printoku downloads the FTP server settings, overwriting local settings. Only in
specific cases, detailed below, a reverse synchronization will happen.
Pay Attention: This must be a meticulous process, as improper use may unintentionally
overwrite the Printoku settings.
Here’s an example:
Printoku is configured from the control panel without internet access for an event. "FTP
remote setup" is enabled by mistake. At the event, Printoku launches with internet access.
In this situation, if the FTP server has an old configuration from another previous event, the
old FTP server configuration will govern over the new Printoku server, overwriting the FTP
server. The error, in this case, has been to configure Printoku without internet access
because every time a parameter is modified in the control panel, Printoku updates the
parameters on the FTP server.

3.2.6.2ASPECTS TO CONSIDER ON AUTOMATIC
SYNCHRONIZATION
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-

-

-

-

If "FTP remote setup" is enabled and there is no folder on the FTP server
corresponding to the serial number of the current Printoku, a folder is automatically
created and updated to the server with the current configuration.
When the "FTP remote setup" feature is enabled, the FTP server's value takes
precedence over the value of the same parameter in the Printoku Control Panel.
That is, if on the FTP server the "backup usb" parameter value is "yes," but in
Printoku, it is "no," Printoku's value will be updated to "yes. ".
When the "FTP remote setup" feature is enabled, when there's a change to the
Printoku Local Control Panel, and you click save, these changes are also updated
on the FTP server.
When the "FTP remote setup" function is disabled when making a change in the
Printoku Local Control Panel and saving the settings, this only applies locally.

3.2.6.3CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS

Figure 14: Remote Setup function of the Printoku Control Panel.

When you activate the "FTP Setup" function by marking its status as "Yes," the connection
and synchronization parameters are displayed. Here are their descriptions:
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-

Server Path: Defines the access path to the FTP folder (for example:
ftp://printoku.com).
Port: Variable for the connection port. This value is indicated by each server,
usually "21”.
User: User who has access to the FTP account.
Password: Access password linked to the user account.
Polling interval (secs): Time interval, in seconds, between each Printoku
synchronization request with the FTP server (this value directly impacts data
consumption).

Pay Attention: If FTP remote setup is enabled, but the interval value is "0",
synchronization will only occur once after launching Printoku.

3.2.6.4SYNCHRONIZATION ITEMS
The set of files are 27 items that make up the Printoku configuration on the FTP server.
24 of these 27 items are the possible overlays that can be used depending on paper
format, orientation, and pixel density. The name of each overlay file defines the individual
characteristics of the overlay file.
For example: “O_300x300_5x7_p.png”
Where:
-

O = Overlay
300x300 = Pixel density per inch (300x300 / 300x600 / 600x600)
5x7 = Print format, in inches (3,5x5 / 4x6 / 5x7 / 6x8)
P = Orientation (Portrait / Landscape)

The remaining 3 files are text documents that can be viewed and edited using "Notepad"
(Windows) or "TextEdit" (MAC). Here are their descriptions:
-

Count: Displays the printout counter. To reboot it, we must modify the value of this
to "0." This value is referenced with "limit printouts.”
Printer_info: Displays printer information. The remaining consumable value is
useful to anticipate the replacement.
Remote.cfg: Displays all "General Settings" parameters via FTP server.
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3.2.6.4.1 “remote.cfg” file description
The "remote.cfg" file is the most complex and complete document of the "FTP remote
setup" function synchronization.”
This document can be edited using Notepad (Windows) or TextEdit (MAC). Once the
document has been modified with the desired parameters, it must be updated on the FTP
server to apply the new configuration in Printoku.
The following table lists all parameters. The available variables are:
-

Boolean: (yes/no)
Path: (text path)
Date: yyyy-mm-dd
Time: hh-mm

[SYSTEM]
emergency_stop = no
backup_usb = no
backup_usb_device = /dev/sda1
hour_range = no
hour_range_start_date = 2019-06-01
hour_range_start_time = 16:00
hour_range_end_date = 2019-06-01
hour_range_end_time = 18:00
hour_range_time_zone = -3
count_limit = no
count_limit_max = 100
remote_sync = yes
remote_sync_address = ftp://printoku.com
remote_sync_port = 21
remote_sync_username = config_rasp@printoku.com
remote_sync_password = ************
remote_sync_interval = 120
watermark = yes
watermark_ftp = yes
watermark_post = yes
watermark_cloud = yes
watermark_300x300_3_5x5_p = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/O_300x300_3_5x5_p.png
watermark_300x300_3_5x5_l = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_300x300_3_5x5_l.png
watermark_300x300_4x6_p = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_300x300_4x6_p.png
watermark_300x300_4x6_l = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/O_300x300_4x6_l.png
watermark_300x300_5x7_p = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_300x300_5x7_p.png
watermark_300x300_5x7_l = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_300x300_5x7_l.png
watermark_300x300_6x8_p = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_300x300_6x8_p.png
watermark_300x300_6x8_l = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_300x300_6x8_l.png
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watermark_300x600_3_5x5_p = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_300x600_3_5x5_p.png
watermark_300x600_3_5x5_l = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_300x600_3_5x5_l.png
watermark_300x600_4x6_p = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_300x600_4x6_p.png
watermark_300x600_4x6_l = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_300x600_4x6_l.png
watermark_300x600_5x7_p = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_300x600_5x7_p.png
watermark_300x600_5x7_l = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_300x600_5x7_l.png
watermark_300x600_6x8_p = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_300x600_6x8_p.png
watermark_300x600_6x8_l = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_300x600_6x8_l.png
watermark_600x600_3_5x5_p = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_600x600_3_5x5_p.png
watermark_600x600_3_5x5_l = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_600x600_3_5x5_l.png
watermark_600x600_4x6_p = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_600x600_4x6_p.png
watermark_600x600_4x6_l = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_600x600_4x6_l.png
watermark_600x600_5x7_p = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_600x600_5x7_p.png
watermark_600x600_5x7_l = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_600x600_5x7_l.png
watermark_600x600_6x8_p = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_600x600_6x8_p.png
watermark_600x600_6x8_l = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/ O_600x600_6x8_l.png
watermark_horizontal_rotate = 0
watermark_horizontal_x0 = 0
watermark_horizontal_y0 = 0
watermark_horizontal_width = 0
watermark_horizontal_height = 0
watermark_vertical_rotate = 0
watermark_vertical_x0 = 0
watermark_vertical_y0 = 0
watermark_vertical_width = 0
watermark_vertical_height = 0
wifi_ssid = tech_support_00000000d09837f3
wifi_password = 12345678
printer_location = Printoku
printer_description = Printoku
profile_icc = yes
profile_icc_dsrx1 = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/Printoku-RX1.icc
profile_icc_ds620 = /home/pi/printbox/bin/static/upload/Printoku-DS620.icc
aws_download = no
aws_endpoint = https://api.printoku.com/raspberry/
aws_key =
aws_secret =
aws_interval = 10

*Emergency_stop is a parameter that remotely blocks the use of Printoku in case of failure
or theft.
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3.2.6.5DATA CONSUMPTION AND SYNC SPEED
Note that this functionality can consume a lot of data and can affect both 4G data plans and
web server quotas by high consumption. Each synchronization transfers the 27 items that
make up the configuration. By default, the factory settings size is around 1.7MB, but this
may vary depending on the additional overlays' size. The 24 native overlays are the
heaviest files.
You'll be able to see the data consumption in 24 hours in the following table, depending on
the polling rate.
Polling interval
(s)

Data consumption
(MB)/24hours

15

15

9.792

60

60 (1min)

2.448

120

120 (2min)

1.224

300

300 (5min)

490

600

600 (10min)

245

900

900 (15min)

163

1800

1800 (30min)

82

3600

3600 (1h)
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Recommendation: One way to dramatically reduce data consumption is to replace original
overlays of formats that shouldn't be used with smaller ".png" files.
In the following link, you can download a complete kit of non-functional, small-sized
overlays. This kit reduces the base configuration's size by 98%, from 1.7MB to
approximately 27.3KB. It should be noted that overlays have less resolution and are
entirely white.
Regarding the polling interval, it should be considered that the loading and unloading time
may take a few seconds, depending on the connection quality. It is advisable to avoid
adjusting a frequency with less than the download time to let it finish the entire
synchronization process.
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3.3 PRINT LAYOUT
3.3.1 PRINTING TEMPLATE ACCORDING TO INPUT CHANNEL
Please note that some photos may not match the printer media format. Part of the image
could be cut to cover all the paper. The simplest example is to print a square photo in a
6x4" format (10x15cm).
Also, you can manually adjust the position, dimension, and rotation of the image on the
print surface, for each input channel:
-

Enable for Printoku: Printouts via Airprint.
Enable for Printoku FTP: Printouts via FTP server.
Enable for Printoku POST: Printouts via HTTP Post (Local Landing Page).
Enable for Printoku CLOUD: Printouts via Printoku Cloud software.

By default, each "Print Layout" option is enabled as "Fill entire paper." After selecting
"Custom layout" in the drop-down menu, the parameters to define the print area where the
submitted photo will be printed, both vertical and horizontal orientations, will be displayed.
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Figure 15: Layout function and Manual adjustments of the Printoku Control Panel.

The parameters for "Manual "adjustments for vertical/horizontal printouts" are as follows:
-

Rotate: Defines the angle of rotation of the image (0 / 90 / 180 / 270 degrees).
Position X (X0): Defines, in pixels, the side-left margin where the printing surface
will begin.
Position Y (y0): Defines, in pixels, the top margin where the printing surface will
begin.
Width (W): Defines, in pixels, the width of the print area.
Height (H): Defines, in pixels, the height of the print area.

To facilitate the configuration of these values, it is recommended:
-

Always work in pixels in our overlay editing software.
Consider the pixels of each print format for each resolution.
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The following table shows the resolutions of the different formats:
Paper

Paper orientation

3.5x5

Landscape
Portrait
Landscape
Portrait
Landscape
Portrait
Landscape
Portrait

4x6
5x7
6x8

Image size (inch)
5x3.5"
3.5x5"
6x4"
4x6"
7x5"
5x7"
8x6"
6x8"

Image size (mm)
131.1x92.1mm
92.1 x 131.1
156.1x105.0mm
105.0x156.1mm
181.0x131.1mm
131.1x181.0mm
206.2x156.1mm
156.1x206.2mm

300x300
DPI
1548x1088
1088x1548
1844x1240
1240x1844
2138x1548
1548x2138
2436x1844
1844x2436

300x600
DPI
3096x2176
2176x3096
3688x2480
2480x3688
4276x3096
3096x4276
4872x3688
3688x4872

600x600
DPI
3096x2176
2176x3096
3688x2480
2480x3688
4276x3096
3096x4276
4872x3688
3688x4872

Notice: To apply the changes, it's is required to click on "Save Changes," marked in green
at the footer.

3.3.2 ENABLE OVERLAYS ACCORDING TO INPUT CHANNEL
The "Overlay" section shows the settings for applying the superimposed image depending
on the image's input channel, as follows:
-

Enable for Printoku: Printouts via Local Landing Page.
Enable for Printoku FTP: Printouts via FTP server.
Enable for Printoku POST: Printouts via HTTP Post.
Enable for Printoku CLOUD: Printouts via Printoku Cloud software.

The values that we can apply to each previously described print channel are as follows:
-

No: The overlay isn't applied.
Yes: The overlay is applied.

3.3.3 LOAD OVERLAYS
These are the steps to upload files to the system:
1- Select the format and resolution of the file you want to load in the table.
2- In the new pop-up window, you can load the horizontal (landscape) and vertical
(Portrait) overlay. Press "Browse" in each format to search for the desired overlay
file and press "Upload" to upload it.
Pay Attention: It is advisable to perform a print test to confirm that the new overlays have
been successfully developed and applied.
Depending on the print surface dimensions, orientation and pixel density. Overlays must
vary in resolution. Each value is shown in table at the bottom of the loading overlays panel.
For more information on creating and developing overlays, see the Overlays, on page
OVERLAYS
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Figure 16: Overlay upload function (“Upload your overlay”) from the Printoku Control Panel.

3.4 LOCAL LANDING PAGE
In the "Local Landing Page" section, you can modify all the texts, logos, colors, and
parameters that set the Local Landing Page visible to users. The values are divided into
two parts: Event Fields and Template Fields. These are described below.
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Figure 17: "Local Landing Page" section of the Printoku Control Panel.

3.4.1.1.1 Event Fields

-

Event Max Prints: Maximum number of jobs to print in this event.
User Max Prints: Maximum number of jobs to print per user during the event.
User Max copies*1: Maximum number of copies to print per photo.
Logo: By clicking on this field, you'll get a browser to select the desired file to use
as a logo.
Title Text Color: Color, in hexadecimal value, of the text displayed in the web page
header.
Button Color and Links Color: Color, in hexadecimal value, buttons, and web
links.
Button Pressed Color: Color, in hexadecimal value, of the buttons when pressed

*1: This value is controlled by a cookie implemented by the web browser.

3.4.1.1.1 Template Fields
-

Page Title: Text displayed in the web page header.
Event Title: Text displayed as the title of the event.
Select Photo Button: Text displayed on the photo selection button.
Change Photo Button: Text displayed on the change photo button.
Text After Print Photo Button: Text displayed after printing
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-

Number Of Copies: Text displayed in the pop-up window of copies to print.
Accept Privacy Policy: Text displayed next to the privacy policy acceptance
marker and terms of use.
Privacy Policy URL: URL with the privacy policies and terms of use.
Privacy Policy Modal Title: Text displayed in the privacy policies and terms of use
pop-up window.
Privacy Policy Modal Text: Text, in HTML format, displayed in the privacy policies
and terms of use pop-up window
Privacy Policy Back Button: Text displayed in the back button in the privacy
policies and terms of use pop-up window.
Print Button: Text displayed on the button to press to confirm printing.
Print More Button: Text displayed on the button to continue printing.
Footer Customer Home URL: Text displayed at the footer, formatted as a
hyperlink, to redirect to an alternative website.
Footer Customer Home URL HREF: URL of the hyperlink displayed at the footer.
Footer Customer Support Email: Email address shown at the footer.
Waiting Print Message Line 1: Text displayed in the pop-up window shown while
processing the printing.
Waiting Print Message Line 2: Text displayed in the pop-up window shown while
processing the printing.
Waiting Print Message Minutes: Text displayed, numerically, in the pop-up
window while processing the printing.
Follow Us: Text intended to attract followers in RRSS.
Follow Us Account: Text, with hyperlink format, corresponding to the RRSS
account.
Follow Us URL: URL of the hyperlink corresponding to the RRSS account.
Thank You Message: Text displayed after using the print service.
Maximum Print Per Event Reached Message: Text displayed when the maximum
number of printouts have been reached in the event.
Maximum Number of Prints per User Message: Text displayed when a user has
reached the allowed limit of printouts.
System Error Message: Text displayed when an error occurs in the system
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3.5 LICENSE AGREEMENT
This section shows the formal contract that customers accept for the use of the software.

Figure 18: License Agreement section of the Printoku Control Panel.
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4 OVERLAYS
4.1 OVERLAYS APPLICATION
Printoku allows you to apply a custom overlay to processed images, adapting to the image
orientation automatically. Currently, all photography equipment stores orientation
information in metadata, a value that Printoku uses to determine the corresponding overlay.
Pay Attention: Screenshots may distort the image's actual orientation, resulting in an error
when applying the appropriate overlay.

4.2 CREATING OVERLAYS
Overlays are applied from the coordinates (X0, Y0), starting from the top left corner. The file
must have the appropriate resolution to fit the lower right corner and cover the print media's
entire surface.
Printoku supports a total of 24 different overlays, depending on the format, density, and
orientation of the image you are going to superimpose. The following are the available
values of these variables, using DNP printing machines:
-

Print format (in inches): 3,5x5”, 4x6”, 5x7” and 6x8”. The client selects this value.
Print density (in pixels/inch): 300x300, 300x600 y 600x600. The client selects this
value.
Media orientation: portrait or landscape. Printoku automatically assigns this value
depending on the metadata of each photo.

Based on these three factors, the corresponding overlays must be created. These must be
loaded into the Printoku system. It is important to note that a correct configuration always
includes a horizontal and a vertical overlay for the same format and pixel density.
The following table shows the required resolutions, depending on the printing media, of
each overlay:
Paper
3.5x5
4x6
5x7
6x8

Paper orientation
Landscape
Portrait
Landscape
Portrait
Landscape
Portrait
Landscape
Portrait

Image size (inch)
5x3.5"
3.5x5"
6x4"
4x6"
7x5"
5x7"
8x6"
6x8"

Image size (mm)
131.1x92.1mm
92.1 x 131.1
156.1x105.0mm
105.0x156.1mm
181.0x131.1mm
131.1x181.0mm
206.2x156.1mm
156.1x206.2mm

300x300
DPI
1548x1088
1088x1548
1844x1240
1240x1844
2138x1548
1548x2138
2436x1844
1844x2436

300x600
DPI
3096x2176
2176x3096
3688x2480
2480x3688
4276x3096
3096x4276
4872x3688
3688x4872

600x600
DPI
3096x2176
2176x3096
3688x2480
2480x3688
4276x3096
3096x4276
4872x3688
3688x4872

Known the resolution needed for each overlay; these must be developed with photo editing
software and exported as a ".png" file with transparent background capabilities.
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Here's is a list of compatible software:
-

Affinity Designer
Inkscape
Corel Draw
Adobe illustrator
Adobe Photoshop
…

4.3 PRINT MARGINS
DNP printers have a work surface superior to the final printed media. We can see that not
all overlay is printed on paper, and this aspect should be considered when developing the
designs. These bleed margins are generated on purpose, as the print surface position may
vary depending on how the paper and ribbon has been placed.
The default overlay pack features markings to detect these margins easily. By only
performing a printout, the deviation can be observed.

Figure 19: Example of overlay for 10x15cm format at 300dpi. You can see the bleed and trim meter on
each edge of the overlay.
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5 PRINTOKU CLOUD
Notice: The device from which the files are sent, and Printoku must have an internet
connection. A subscription to the Printoku Cloud service is required to use this print
channel.
Printoku Cloud is a similar solution to Printoku PRO's Local Landing Page but enhances
the user experience by providing independent connectivity. This allows the sending of
images to print from an online Landing Page hosted on the internet, meaning the user is
not forced to connect to a specific network.
The weblink domain can be customized specifically for each event using a CNAME
(Advanced Settings) record. This URL can be offered to users via QR code, NFC tag, or
text link.
The Printoku Cloud service requires a subscription to meet server and hosting costs.
Recommendation: Printoku can get internet access using a 4G WiFi/Ethernet router with
an RJ45 port or a 4G USB modem. And foreign users will be grateful for getting internet
access.

5.1 ACCESS TO PRINTOKU CLOUD CONTROL PANEL
Once you have signed up to Printoku Cloud services, a user and password will be
delivered to you to access at the Printoku Cloud control panel. This panel can be accessed
via the following URL: https://admin.printoku.com/login

5.2 PRINTOKU CLOUD CONTROL PANEL DESCRIPTION
The Printoku Cloud control panel has been developed to simplify the working process for
every event.
It consists of 3 main parts: Profile, Devices, and Events. These are explained below.

Figure 20: Printoku Cloud Control Panel.
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5.2.1 PROFILE
To access the profile details, click the avatar located in the top-right corner. This section
shows the basic and necessary customer information:

Figure 21: "Profile" section of the Printoku Cloud Control Panel.

-

-

-

Email: Displays the email address of the associated account.
Password: Option to change the password.
Custom Domain: Offers the opportunity of entering a domain or subdomain to
customize the web domain URL. Each domain must be configured with the
corresponding domain manager to enable CNAME redirection.
Favicon: Offers the opportunity of attaching a favicon image that will be displayed
on the Landing Page.
API Key: This shows the unique API key value for each client. This value must be
entered in the "API Key" field on the Printoku Server configuration at Printoku Cloud
parameters subsection.
API Secret: Displays the unique Secret API value for each client. This value must
be entered in the "Secret API" field on the Printoku Server configuration.
Device Limit: Displays the maximum number of Printoku computers that can be
used with Printoku Cloud. This value may vary depending on the plan.
Number of Monthly Events Limit: Displays the maximum number of days that can
be run in a month. This value may vary depending on the plan.

5.2.2 DEVICES
Click on "Devices," located in the left margin menu to access this control panel. This
section links the Printoku systems (Hardware) to add to the Printoku Cloud account. Please
note that the number of Printoku Servers cannot exceed the plan Device Limit.
To add new Printoku system, click the "Add" option and enter the desired name and
corresponding serial number. This is located in the HOME of the Printoku control panel
(http://printoku.local).
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Figure 22: "Devices" section of the Printoku Cloud Control Panel.

5.2.3 EVENTS
This will be the most recurring section. In this panel, you can create the needed
configurations for each occasion while a record is displayed with all the events.
The event table is used as a management tool. Those items can be sorted according to the
desired parameter, considering each column's default values (by clicking on the value).
The filter, the green button located in the green upper-right corner of the table, will help
search through known fields until the desired event is located.

Figure 23: "Events" section of the Printoku Cloud Control Panel.
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5.2.3.1CREATE A NEW EVENT
To create a new event, press the "ADD" button in the "Events" window. Below is a new
window that is divided into two parts: Event Fields and Template Fields. Here are their
descriptions.

Figure 24: "Create / Update Event" section of the Printoku Cloud Control Panel.
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5.2.3.1.1 Event Fields
The fields defined here are the event parameters for technical aspects of the Landing Page
service. The Printoku end user won't be able to see or edit these values:
-

-

-

Select Raspberry: Displays a dropdown list of linked Printoku devices in the client
accounts. Only the Printoku selected in this field will have access to synchronize
photos from the Printoku Cloud event.
Name: Name of the event. It is advisable to use a code system for names, making
it easier to locate events in the event management table.
Max Prints: The maximum number of projects that can be printed among all the
event users.
Max Prints Per User: Maximum number of projects that each user can print.
Max Prints per User Expiration Hours: Time (in hours) for each user in which the
print counter (Max Prints Per User) is renewed to zero. If the user has reached the
limit of printouts, they will get another opportunity to print after the expiration time is
renewed.
Max Copies Per Print: Maximum number of copies that can be printed for each job
submitted.
Set Event Starting Date: Date and time of launch of the service.
Set Event Ending Date: Date and time of the end of service.

5.2.3.1.2 Template Fields
The fields shown in this section are those that will be later displayed on the Landing Page.
These are disaggregated so that the text, colors, and logos can be customized separately.
By default, the fields are filled in English and with generic Printoku text.
-

Logo: By clicking on this field, a browser is displayed to select the desired file to
use as a logo.
Title Text Color: Color, in hexadecimal value, of the text displayed in the web page
header.
Button Color and Links Color: Color, in hexadecimal value, buttons, and web
links.
Button Pressed Color: Color, in hexadecimal value, of the buttons when clicked.
Page Title: Text displayed in the web page header.
Event Title: Text displayed as the title of the event.
Select Photo Button: Text displayed on the photo selection button.
Change Photo Button: Text displayed on the change photo button.
Text After Print Photo Button: Text displayed after printing.
Number Of Copies: Text displayed in the pop-up menu of copies to print.
Accept Privacy Policy: Text displayed next to the privacy policy and terms of use
acceptance marker.
Privacy Policy URL: Text displayed, in the form of a link, to visit the privacy
policies and terms of use.
Privacy Policy URL HREF: URL with the privacy policies and terms of use.
Privacy Policy Modal Title: Text displayed in the privacy policies and terms of use
pop-up window.
Privacy Policy Modal Text: Text, in HTML format, displayed in the privacy policies
and terms of use pop-up window.
Print Button: Text displayed on the button to click to confirm printing
Print More Button: Text displayed on the button to continue printing.
Footer Customer Home URL: Text displayed at the footer, formatted as a
hyperlink, to redirect to an alternative website.
Footer Customer Home URL HREF: URL of the hyperlink displayed at the footer.
Footer Customer Support Email: Email address displayed at the footer.
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-

Waiting Print Message Line 1: Text displayed in the pop-up window presented
while processing the printing.
Waiting Print Message Line 2: Text displayed in the pop-up window presented
while processing the printing.
Waiting Print Message Minutes: Text displayed, numerically, in the pop-up
window while processing the printing.
Follow Us: Text intended to attract followers in RRSS.
Follow Us Account: Text, with hyperlink format, corresponding to the RRSS
account.
Follow Us Account URL: URL of the hyperlink corresponding to the RRSS
account.
Thank You Message: Text displayed after completing the submission of an image.
Maximum Print Per Event Reached Message: Text displayed when the maximum
number of impressions have been reached in the event.
Closed Event Message: Text displayed when the event has ended.
Maximum Number of Prints per User Message: Text displayed when a user has
reached the allowed limit of printouts.
Custom CSS: Customize CSS (only for advanced users).

When all desired fields have been modified, press "Save" to save the new event changes.
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5.2.3.2MANAGE EVENTS (TABLE)
Back to the "Events" screen, here one can manage events in the nine-column table. Each
column describes the value and/or status of the event.

Figure 25: Table "Events" of the Printoku Cloud Control Panel.

The table's last column shows the top 5 actions for each event. These are described below:
-

-

-

Edit event (pencil): By clicking, it displays a new window, similar to the event
creation window, to edit the Landing Page's parameters and values.
Preview (eye): By clicking it displays a new window, where the following elements
and parameters are displayed:
- The Landing Page URL: The link for the website's host.
- Custom Landing Page URL: A custom domain must be entered in the
Printoku Cloud account's "Profile" configuration.
Important: If the domain has not been configured in the domain manager
with CNAME redirection, this link will not work.
- Displays a visual example of the Landing Page on a simulated Smartphone
screen.
Duplicate (Double paper): By clicking this option, it duplicates the event.
Recommendation: Creating a generic event with standard customization as a
template and then duplicating it is useful for facilitating new future events.
Clear Print Queue (Red Printer) Removes pending images to be printed that
remained in memory.
Disable Event (Red Trash Bin): The event changes to the "inactive" status and
won't be active for users. It will also not be displayed in the table. To display the
event in the table, enable the visibility of the disabled events in the table filter.

Notice: Please note that the maximum number of events that can be generated per month
will be limited according to the contracted Printoku Cloud Pack.

5.2.4 CNAME REDIRECTION (DOMAIN MANAGEMENT)
Printoku Cloud allows incoming connections by CNAME redirection. This feature offers the
possibility to customize the link with the desired brand other than "print.printoku.com"
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To use a different domain, it is necessary to control it with the registrar (for example, 1&1,
Ionos, GoDaddy, etc.) or with the company that manages the domain.
The step-by-step instructions to set a CNAME redirection can't be explained for each
platform or manager unlike the target or result of doing that process..
A desired subdomain CNAME redirection must be added to the domain properties to
“print.printoku.com”
For example: photo.yourbrand.net

print.printoku.com

Notice: Using CNAME redirections converts secure web from HTTPS to HTTP.

5.2.5 SHORT LINKS, QR CODES AND NFC TAGS
One aspect that is taken care of from Printoku is the user experience. It is crucial for users
that the service runs smoothly and hassle-free.
The most important thing for an agile Printoku service is to get the printout Landing Page to
all users in the easiest way possible. It is advisable to use simple URLs, QR codes, or NFC
tags redirecting to the website.
If it is not possible transmit the web links through the previously mentioned means, it is
advisable to use link shortener services to reduce the link characters to the maximum.
If a short link with a specific domain is needed, it is advisable to use 301 or 302 redirects.
There are many methods to do these redirects from a particular link in Wordpress
/Hubspot, or by directly modifying the .htaccess. More information and experience are
needed to complete this task.
Recommendation: If a short link has been redirected to the Landing Page link, use this
new short link to create a QR code.
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5.3 LINKING PRINTOKU SERVER WITH PRINTOKU CLOUD
As previously discussed, Printoku Cloud is hosted in the cloud independently of Printoku
Server. For this reason, it's required to configure and link Printoku Server (Hardware) with
Printoku Cloud to transfer images from the cloud (Printoku Cloud) to the printer (Printoku
Server).
To complete this configuration, follow the instructions shown in the “Printoku Cloud” section
on page 21.
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6 PRINTER SETTINGS - CUPS
The CUPS system (Common Unix Printing System) is installed on Raspberry OS along
with Printoku for printing on DNP machines.
CUPS has an interface where the parameters of connected printers can be configured.
Most parameters have already been set to work with Printoku, so the values not described
in this section should not be changed.
If any changes to values are not described in this section, causing unexpected and nonreversible results, the Printoku device must be reset to factory settings on the microSD
card.

6.1 ACCESSING CUPS
Important: Printoku must remain connected to a DNP RX1 or DNP DS620 printer
throughout this chapter.
"CUPS" can be accessed by clicking on "Printer" CUPS," in the "Printer" Information"
section of the "Home" tab, in the Printoku Control Panel (http://printoku.local), or on the
following link: https://printoku.local:631/printers.
It is possible that before accessing the CUPS interface, a browser warning will appear,
informing that the web is offered through an unsecured connection. Skip the notice to
access.

Figure 26: "Printers" section of the CUPS Control Panel.
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6.2 CUPS PRINTERS
In the "Printer" menu or the CUPS control panel, a table with 4 available printers is
displayed: Printoku, Printoku_FTP, Printoku_Post, and Printoku Cloud.
Printoku set-up these 4 printers, and all of them link to the same device. All printers in the
table come with a name that references the print channel and can be configured differently
to behave custom based on the input channel.
Example
In an iPad Booth system, Airprint prints can be set to 2x6" (photo booth strip) by default so
that all printouts have a 2" cut. However, all other print channels will perform full 4x6"
printouts.
Example
Photographs sent by a DSLR camera via FTP need a different overlay to Printoku Cloud
photos.
Set each pair of overlays (portrait and landscape) for different pixel densities and assign
each printer channel's corresponding pixel density. Printoku Cloud, with 600x600 dpi
quality, and FTP, with 300x300 dpi quality.

Figure 27: Setup print settings in the CUPS Control Panel.

6.2.1 DETERMINING PRINT FORMAT DIMENSIONS
The value of this parameter can be modified to match the physical media installed in the
printer. These are the steps to follow:
1234-

Access the CUPS menu.
Click on the printer to be modified.
In the “Management” drop-down menu, click on “set default settings.”
In the "Media Size" drop-down menu, enter the desired format.

Assigning a different media from what is installed on the printer will cause an error.
This parameter also allows the user to select the special media with 2*2x6" cutting
application for media 4x6" or 2*3 "5x5" for media 5x7"
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6.2.2 DETERMINING PRINT DESNSITY RESOLUTION
The resolution density value used to print the images can be modified. These are the steps
to follow:
1234-

Access the CUPS menu.
Click on the printer to be modified.
In the "Management" drop-down menu, click on "set default settings.”
In the "Resolution" drop-down menu, enter the desired value.

It is advisable to use low-resolution densities (300x300dpi) to provide a faster service. The
speed of image processing and printing increases with lower resolutions.

6.2.3 DETERMINING THE IMAGE FINISH
The finish (glossy or matte) of the print can be modified. These are the steps to follow:
12345-

Access the CUPS menu.
Click on the printer to be modified
In the "Management" drop-down menu, click on "set default settings.”
Select “Printer Features Common.”
Select the desired finish on “Laminate Pattern.”

6.2.4 OTHER CONFIGURABLE VALUES IN CUPS
Due to the other configurable parameters' technical complexity, it is not advisable to
manipulate the other values.
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7 PRINTING USING PRINTOKU
Printoku supports the following four input channels:
-

Airprint
FTP
HTTP POST
Printoku Cloud

Here is a detailed explanation of the previously mentioned input channels.
Notice: The software has been developed to work with the DNP-RX1 and DNP DS-620
printer models. It is advisable to use the medium 4x6" (10x15" m) throughout the manual.
For more information on adjusting the print media, see the “ Determining Format
Dimensions o”, on page ¡Error! Marcador no definido..

7.1 PRINTING WITH AIRPRINT
Pay Attention: Apple iOS devices only support this printing method. The device from
which the images are sent, and Printoku must be connected to the same network for proper
operation.

7.1.1 SIMPLE PRINTING
Follow these instructions to print from an iOS device:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Connect to the same network as Printoku.
Select the desired photo to print in the "Photos" application.
Click on "options" and select "print." A new options window will pop up.
In the "printer" parameter, click the "select" option .
Select Printoku (if Printoku does not appear, check that the Printoku is connected,
turned on, and that the iOS device is on the same network as Printoku).
6. Select the number of copies.
7. Click on "print.
Pay Attention: The images must be in the device's internal memory. Users who have
gallery photos uploaded and sync to the cloud will not be able to download them if the
network does not have internet access.
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Figure 28: Airprint printing with iPhone.

7.1.2 PRINTING ON IPAD BOOTH/IPAD PHOTO BOOTH
The printing method via Airprint opens the ability to use Printoku as a print server for iPads.
By using photo booth applications for iPad, the client can create a full photo booth service.
Using Printoku in these applications offers the ability to print images without going through
a print menu automatically.
Here are some of the photo booth apps for iPad:
-

Breeze Booth for iPad + iPhone
LumaBooth
Darkroom Booth for iPad
Luma Booth
Curator
Simplebooth

Notice: To print photo booth strips, the printer must be set with the print media to 2*2x6"
(instead of 4x6") in the "Printer CUPS" menu. For more information on adjusting the print
media, see the “Determining Print Format Dimensions ” on page ¡Error! Marcador no
definido.

7.2 PRINTING VIA FTP
Printoku has a configured FTP server, so it can receive photos trough this protocol.
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Pay Attention: To be able to print through this channel, light knowledge about the FTP
protocol is essential. This printing method is much more complicated than Airprint and is
usually recommended for specific or professional uses.
Pay Attention: The device from which the files are sent, and Printoku must be connected
to the same network for proper operation.
It is necessary to establish a Printoku connection with FTP client software, such as:
Filezilla, Cyberduck or Transmit.

7.2.1 CONNECTION PARAMETERS
These are the steps to establish the FTP client connection to Printoku:
1. Enter the server address. There are 2 methods for this:
a. Printoku IP (found at the Home page on the Printoku Control Panel)
b. ftp://printoku.local
2. Port: 21
3. User: upload
4. Password: 12345678
5. Connect.
After the connection is established, the images to be printed must be transferred to the root
folder. The transferred photos will be printed by Printoku and deleted from the FTP root
folder automatically.

Figure 29: Cyberduck software, connecting by FTP with Printoku.

7.2.2 CONNECTING A PROFESSIONAL DSLR CAMERA WITH
PRINTOKU
Some professional DSLR cameras can transfer images using the FTP protocol. Below are
some existing models on the market:
-

Canon Models:
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-

-

Vía WiFi:
- 5D mkIV
- R5
- R6
Sony Models:
- Vía ethernet cable:
- Sony α7R III
- Sony α9
- Vía WiFi:
- Sony α7R IV
- Sony α7C
- Sony α9 II

The same connection parameters mentioned in the previous section must be used. Each
brand and model have different internal menus, and it is advisable to review each device's
user manual to set up the connection with Printoku.
Recommendation: Here is some additional info and Error! Reference source not
found., on page ¡Error! Marcador no definido.,

7.3 PRINTING USING LOCAL LANDING PAGE
The Printoku Server PRO version includes a webpage type Landing Page, which should be
the main print channel to offer mostly to smartphone users, because it has a
straightforward and indicative user interface to easily print their photos from their devices,
without needing no particular APP.
Pay Attention: A Printoku Server PRO license is required to use this printing method.
Pay Attention: The device from which the images are sent, and Printoku must be
connected to the same network for proper operation.
These are the steps for printing using Landing Page:
1. Access the Landing Page (see the “Access” section on page ¡Error! Marcador no
definido..
2. Click on “Choose your photo”.
3. Select the desired photo and click “Accept”.
4. Accept Printoku’s privacy policies.
5. Click on “Print.”
6. In the pop-up window, select the number of copies to print and click on “Print.”
Pay Attention: This Landing Page uses the HTTP POST print channel defined at the next
point. The print channel must be considered to customize the corresponding layout and
overlays.

7.3.1 ACCESS TO LOCAL LANDING PAGE
Providing access to the Landing Page is important for a service that uses this printing
method. For this, it is necessary to provide the access path URL to users.
Depending on the connection method to the network, the access path may vary:
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A. Connecting to the Printoku WiFi interface: If the connection is made using the
Raspberry Network Adapter (SSID tech_support_XXXXXXXX), the IP "10.3.14.1"
must be entered in the web browser.
B. Connection via an external router: Connection via an external router: The IP
must be entered in the web browser indicated in the Printoku Control Panel. For
example, 192.168.1.79.
Notice: Annex 2, “Customizing the access path to a landing page e” shows an example of
how to customize the Landing Page access path using a branding domain.

7.4 PRINTING USING HTTP POST
In addition to Printoku PRO's use with the Landing Page over the HTTP POST channel, it
is also possible to use this channel to print directly through HTML code. This requires IT
and HTTP knowledge.
In case of having advanced programming skills, creating web pages and/or applications is
an option to print directly through Printoku with HTTP POST requests.

7.4.1 PARAMETERS AND CONNECTIVITY (ADVANCED MODE
Pay Attention: The device from which the requests are sent, and Printoku must be
connected to the same network for proper operation.
This is the address for submitting the request and the content of the POST:
-

http://printoku.local:82/services/post_photo
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7.4.2 TEST HTTP-POST
The Google Chrome extension “Advanced REST Client,” also known as ARC, is required to
complete this test. These are the steps to follow:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Launch the Google Chrome ARC extension.
Select “HTTP Request” from the menu on the left.
Select “POST” in “Method”
Enter “http://printoku.local:82/services/post_photo” as the “Request URL” field
value.
Select “Body” in parameters.
Select “Any file data” in the drop-down menu “Body content type”.
Select the .jpg image to send.
Click the blue "SEND" option and check that it is correctly printed. Review the
configuration in case of error.

Figure 30: ARC setup to send an image by HTTP POST.
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7.5 PRINTOKU CLOUD PRINTING
7.5.1 PRINTING FROM PRINTOKU CLOUD
The following requirements are required for the process described below:
-

Active Printoku Cloud subscription.
Have a Printoku Cloud Event/ Landing Page ready and active.
The Printoku Server must be configured and linked to Printoku Cloud.
The device from which the images are sent and Printoku must have an internet
connection.

Steps to print:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Access the Printoku Cloud Event/Landing Page by entering the appropriate URL.
Click on "Choose your photo”.
Select a photo and click "accept.”
Accept Printoku's privacy policies.
Click "Print.”.
In the pop-up window, select the number of copies to print and press "Print.”

Figure 31: Printing process in Printoku Cloud (iPhone).
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8 ANNEX
8.1 EXAMPLE OF FOTOMATON BARCELONA ADVANCED
CONFIGURATION
Fotomatón Barcelona is a partner company duing Printoku's development. Below is one of
its most generically used advanced configurations in events, parties, congresses, fairs, and
weddings. is a partner company in Printoku's development. Below is one of its most
generically used advanced configurations in events, parties, congresses, fairs, and
weddings.
These are the main features of the configuration:
-

Anyone should be able to use Printoku anywhere (with or without 4G access).
iPad Booth system with photo booth strip printing format (2x6”).
Print photos from Local Landing Page and Printoku Cloud, with same overlay
(model A).
Printing from a DSLR camera with a different overlay (model B).

8.1.1 PREPARING HARDWARE EQUIPMENT
These are the devices that will connect to Printoku to process and print photos:
-

Multiple Smartphones (Users)
1 iPad Booth (Photo Booth Service)
1 DSLR camera (Photographer)

The devices to be connected concludes that a 4G LTE WIFI/ETHERNET ROUTER should
be used. In this case, the model TP-Link Archer MR400, which allows up to 64
simultaneously connected devices.

8.1.1.1HARDWARE LIST
-

Printoku Server PRO (includes Raspberry and power supply)
DNP Printer (DS620 or RX-1)
WiFi / Ethernet 4G/LTE Router
iPad Apple, for photo boot(Optional)
Canon DSLR compatible with FTP, for the Photographer (Optional)
Connecting cables.

8.1.2 PREPARING ACCESS TO PRINTOKU CLOUD AND LOCAL
LANDING PAGE
This section focuses on the access points to Printoku Cloud and Printoku server PRO's
Local Landing Page.
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To facilitate the user experience, Fotomatón Barcelona creates a single QR code shared
for both pages (Printoku Cloud and Printoku Server PRO Local Landing Page). In case of
being connected to the Internet by 4G, Printoku Cloud is accessed directly, while in case of
being connected to the Printoku service WiFi, it's possible to access Printoku server PRO's
Local Landing Page.
Printoku Cloud:
-

The CNAME subdomain is configured for Printoku Cloud connection.
For example, print.fotomatonbarcelona.es
Instructions: CNAME REDIRECTION (Domain management) (Page. ¡Error!
Marcador no definido.)

Local Landing Page:
-

The fixed IP 192.168.1.5 is assigned to Printoku Server.
Instructions: Assign the IP 192.168.1.5 as the default for the router tp-link archer
400/600 (Page ¡Error! Marcador no definido.
The router’s DNS server address is changed to Printoku server PRO (192.168.1.5)
Instructions: Assign Pi-hole DNS server (192.168.1.5) to the TP-Link TP-link
Archer 400 / 600 router (Page ¡Error! Marcador no definido.)
The DNS server of Printoku Server PRO (Pi-Hole) is set to redirect the same
subdomain (print.fotomatonbarcelona.es) to Printoku's fixed IP 192.168.1.5
Instructions: Assign custom domains to the Landing Page 192.168.1.5 in Pi-Hole
(Page 63)

8.1.3 ROUTER SETUP FOR DEVICES ACCESS AND
CONNECTION
It is advisable to use a two-band router: 2.4GHz and 5GHz, to be able to assign different
uses to each band:
-

5GHz WiFi is set as "Guests" without a password for Smartphone users. This way,
they will be able to access it easily.
The 2.4GHz WiFi is set with a password for iPad and DSLR camera use.

It is advisable to use the 2.4GHz signal for DSLR cameras because it allows them to go
further and bypass even more natural obstacles (walls, floors, windows).
If there's no need for an iPad nor a DSLR camera as a photo booth, both frequencies can
be used for guests, expanding the coverage.

8.1.4 PRINTERS AND LAYOUTS SETUP
The services offered in Fotomaton Barcelona by default are with medium 4x6”(10x15cm”)
Each printer's media is set up as needed:
Instructions: Determining Format Dimensions on Page ¡Error! Marcador no definido.
Instructions: Layouts on Page 29
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PRINTOKU is set up with the 2*2x6” media. This printer's overlay application must be
disabled, as the iPad will define the composition using its photo booth software.
PRINTOKU_FTP the 4x6” media is set up with a 600x600dpi resolution (DS-620) or
300X600ppp (RX-1). The overlay is activated in this print channel, and the layouts are
loaded into OVERLAYS, with the corresponding resolution.
PRINTOKU_POST AND PRINTOKU CLOUD: Both printers will be used by smartphone
users. Both must share similar settings to use the same overlays and features: 4x6” media
with a 300x300dpi resolution. The overlay is activated in this print channel, and the layouts
are loaded into OVERLAYS, with the corresponding resolution.
Recommendation (Optional) : The 4x6” media has a 3:2 aspect ratio and matches the
DSLR cameras' format However, Smartphones usually have a 4:3 aspect ratio, and it may
be convenient to use the "Custom layout" mode in the Print Layout menu to offer a more
squared design (“polaroid”) and prevent the parts of some photos from bleeding out of the
margins.
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8.2 CUSTOMIZING THE ACCESS PATH TO A LANDING PAGE
To access the Printoku Pro Landing Page, enter Printoku's IP address on the network
where it is currently connected. However, the access path can be customized and use a
web domain instead of an IP. For example: “print.tumarca.com”
Notice: This configuration is complex and is only recommended for advanced users.
These are the requirements to complete this process:
-

Have DNS knowledge.
Have a Printoku connected to an external router because it cannot be customized
with Printoku's WiFi Hotspot connection.

8.2.1 WHAT IS DNS AND WHAT IS PI-HOLE?

The Domain Name System (DNS) is mostly used to assign domain names to IP addresses.
For example, if a Google website IP address is “216.58.210.163”, most people get to this
website by typing “www.google.com”, rather than their IP address.
Pi-hole is an application installed on Printoku that acts as a fake DNS server for a private
network. Allowing the redirection of a domain to a particular IP address.

8.2.2 HOW TO CHANGE THE LOCAL LANDING PAGE IP
ADDRESS FOR A DOMAIN?
This complex customization requires several steps.
The main point is to have all devices connected correctly, where Printoku must be
connected to an external router via an RJ45 cable. It I required to have the router keys in
order to configure some parameters.
Pay Attention: The Printoku software is already set with the Pi-Hole DNS server on IP
192.168.1.5, so it is necessary to assign the fixed 192.168.1.5 to Printoku.
Below is an example with the steps to set up the "TP-Link Archer 400/600" router model.
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8.2.3 ASSIGNING IP 192.168.1.5 AS THE DEFAULT TO
PRINTOKU ON THE TP-LINK ARCHER 400/600 ROUTER
Pay Attention: To keep moving forward with this process, the currently used device must
be connected to the same router network used by Printoku.
It is advisable to assign the IP using the MAC (unique identification number for each
device). Thus, whenever Printoku connects to this router, it will be done with this router's
IP. These are the steps to follow:
1. Access the router configuration panel (IP: 192.168.1.1 - Password: admin).
2. Select the “Advanced” tab.
3. Select “Network” from the left-side menu and “LAN Settings” in the drop-down
menu.
4. In the "Address Reservation" section, press "Add" and then press "SCAN" in the
pop-up window.
5. Add the Printoku device by pressing "+.”
6. Set the "IP Address" to “192.168.1.5” and save the changes by clicking on “Save.”
7. Reboot both devices, Printoku, and the Router, to establish the changes.
8. Check that the IP 192.168.1.5 is displayed under “General information” in the
“HOME” tab on Printoku’s control panel.
9. Check that the Printoku Pro Landing Page is at the “192.168.1.5” address.

Figure 32: "Address Reservation" section of the TP-Link Archer 400 router Control Panel.
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8.2.4 ASSIGNING THE PI-HOLE DNS SERVER (192.168.1.5) TO
THE TP-LINK ARCHER 400/600 ROUTER
The router's primary DNS server will then be routed to the Printoku PI-hole DNS server.
1. Access the router configuration panel (IP: 192.168.1.1 - Password: admin).
2. Select the “Advanced” tab.
3. Select “Network” from the left-side menu and “LAN Settings” in the drop-down
menu.
4. Enter the “IP Address” with Printoku’s “192.168.1.5” IP in “Primary DNS” and save
the changes by clicking on “Save.”
5. Reboot the router to establish the changes.

Figure 33: “DHCP Server” section of the TP-Link Archer 400 router Control Panel.
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8.2.5 ASSIGNING CUSTOM DOMAINS TO THE LOCAL LANDING
PAGE 192.168.1.5EN PI-HOLE
In this section the desired domain are redirect to the Printoku PRO's Landing page located
on the IP 192.168.1.5
1. Access the Printoku control panel (http://printoku.local).
2. Click “Pi-Hole” in the “General Information” window on the Home tab.
3. Click “Login” in the “Pi-hole” left-side menu and enter the following password:
“q1w2e3”.
4. Click on “Local DNS Records” in the menu.
5. Add a new domain linked to the IP “192.168.1.5”
6. Check that Printoku PRO Landing Page is displayed with the newly registered
domain.
Notice: The devices must be connected to the same router as Printoku.

Figure 34: "Local DNS Records" section of the Pi-hole Control Panel.
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8.3 TIPS FOR PRINTING FROM A DSLR CAMERA
The roammer photographer service is on the rise, and Printoku is the right tool for the
immediate delivery of printed photographs. Other photographic equipment (brand and
model) may also allow FTP transfer, but not all are suitable for proper operation. To offer
the best service, the following requirements are a must.

8.3.1 CONNECTIVITY:
Both Printoku and the DSLR devices' WiFi connectivity is weak and has a limited range. To
improve the distance, coverage area, and transfer rate, it is highly advisable to use a
quality WiFi router for Printoku and the camera. (Printoku connected via an RJ45 connector
and the camera via WiFi)

8.3.2 PHOTO SIZE AND DOUBLE CARD SLOT:
it is vital to work with the best quality and with RAW files (not compatible with Printoku).
High-quality photos (resolution and compression) are synonymous with heavy images and a
slow transfer rate. A dual card slot camera is highly recommended to store high-quality
images (RAW) separated from a low-quality copy (JPG) to transfer it to Printoku over WiFi.
To improve the transfer rate, it is advisable to send low-resolution photos. Keep in mind that
a 4x6” (10x15cm) photograph is 1844x1240px (2,3Mpx). Resolutions far higher than those
indicated will not bring higher quality printing results, but will slow down printing transference.
Pay Attention: Some Canon dual-slot models (for example, 5D MkIV) transfers the contents
of slot 1 by default. Therefore, card 1 should be used to store low-quality JPEG and slot 2 to
store high-quality RAWphotos.

8.3.3 SENT SELECTED ITEMS
The above-recommended models allow photographers to transfer the selected images
through FTP. This selection allows the shooting of many photos or even work using burst
mode without transferring and printing all the content. There may be other photographic
equipment that supports FTP that will not allow selecting the content to send, and this can
cause problems with paper and ink consumption.
Background transfers:
To avoid blocking the camera during the transfer, check that the photographic equipment
allows background transference.
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8.3.4 CUSTOM BUTTONS AND 1 CLICK SHORTCUTS:
It is highly advisable to set a specific key binding to arrange photo sending via FTP. Some
models require up to 3-4 clicks to send each photo.

8.3.5 CONNECTING A CANON CAMERA (FOR EXAMPLE THE 5D
MKIV)
https://cam.start.canon/en/C003/manual/html/UG-06_Network_0070.html

8.3.6 CONNECTING A SONY CAMERA
https://helpguide.sony.net/di/ftp/v1/en/index.html
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